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Dari transcript: 
 

��� ����� ��� ازدواج ه � از 
 

:0/ 789/ ,�دم !$5/ '&د!$ن ا(34$ب 001/ !&ه� '&د)؟  ,+* د '$(&اد) '&د%$ن، : ! �زاد
&د؟'&اه�ا5> '&د!$ن ا(34$ب 1/) ;  

. ه� دو ;8$درم هB، دو '&اه�م هGH1 .B$ن ار(, /F�E5 اD>، ;8$درهB5$ هB هA@0$ن. (83� (?: ا<=�
<Dا E5�, /F)ن ار$G5دو �ه .  

0M5? ازدواج ه$K J�اردادJ اD>؟: ! �زاد  
BH8,$9، او($ '&د!$ن '&ش 1/(/،  دوOG5$% ,$درم 1/، دو%$J دN OG8P5/رم K . /1�اردادJ اD>: ا<=�

9=� (=8T; B0$ر 8N B1 S8,$9/ا ,? !O1 O د) دل '&د ا(34$ب .. ,8T; ،O$رS8,$9 J ه$.  دد) دل '&
O01 .B1 S8,$9 8$رT;  

د'4� و ;@O; O دل '&د ا(34$ب O01؟: ! �زاد  
. ا(34$ب O01: ا<=� .  

د<S8 ازT8: J>؟: ! �زاد  
O د<8T; S8$ر V$' O; W)*1� ازJ 1.   او هO1 OG8, B د U, $5 O!$; S;$1ار ;$!O و ! �ه$:  ا<=�

OP5(/، د�ه40&ن ,8&N ن و�8, X4=, O1 J$ه �د'4 O1 <D0$ . ا!Y د&' OP5د Z5 O; [08; ?, را O@;
 O1 زن$D ?, \)$K (د&' J$ر ه$ و ,$دره/N 01] و ?, OP5د ،[)ز ?, ]^ ،[G8, <Dدو ،[G8,

[01 ?Dو�ل ,? 01]. _&`K ،?) ا�04/، :Tه �=a0!ه$ رو S8,$9 ?bM; . J8$رT; و $, J$ق ه*GK
;O . و !$ره$J دS8,$9 ?bM; O1 $, OP5 ه$ رو!a0=� هB ه4T] در ! �ه$، (48A$(] هA? 1$ر)

(d�K O5&م ه$J ;�ادر 1*ن '&د، N/ر و N/ر1*ن .  '$V�K O=5&م ه$J دOP5 ر) :? 9=� ,? 01]
05? ا;V$' O�O=5 .  '&د :? =9� O1 [5&P; O1 [01 ?, اM; $05/ از او O1 _�وD? !$ن ;=00/

_�وD? ا(34$ب از V�ف N/ر و ,$درت، 5$ از V�ف N $5 ،<5$1$1 $5 ،<)*1 $1$1/ر و N/ر1*(>  
;8T$رV$' O; $' . J� ازS=G, J اO1 <D جH& ازJ را ه8P; B�J. ز5$د !/) و !/) و !/) %$ ه0&ز

 ;i:  O1  O/ر، د'4� و ;@O '&د) ,? 9$,0/ و :? ا84h$ج دارنS8,$9(,$9 ?, ،O1 O ه$  '&ش دار
8T; ?=5$ر د ;8] دو S8,$9 اD> .  و ;O (d�OP5/=5 S8,$9  O5 '&د) ,? ^8�ن OP5/=5  .$ H8,$9 !$ن

)..;O ا(T8HP? ,? ^&5/ (اUHj,U1 ,+* از 5=? از. از د ;8] دو S8,$9 ز(/^? (&  
,+$ل: ! �زاد  

د'4� V$' O;�O=5 . ,+$ل ه$J '&ب اJ$D$0!  O1 <D ,$ د'4�) ^�049/، _$روD? 1/(/: ا<=�
BTK ?: O1 <T)را ,? 9$,8/ و .. ,8/ا O)$' 1$ر S1 Bه<T)) ,8/ا�1$ر ه0 �ه ،J4/وزD.  د �د'4 

;V$' O� ازK O1 J&ار) ;8T$ر , 8T;  . B$ر _$دU8: J.   از ه� 1$ر ^S ;&د و K&ار) ,i`&ل (/ا!>
S8,$9 O; <T8)   .�; [=8> اوO@; J..  

;8T$ر , B اD>: ! �زاد  
8T; O1$ر K&ار) و .  :O@; Oi ه$ را دB5/5 در ا4T)$m9$ن. O1 ،O دG,/5$ندر (d�O5 '&د,:  ا<=�

<Dا B , $)از او J�; زن . ص&رت J008/ رو; ?A) &1 ن$G5$P5ن، د$G4Dن، دو$! o89ر SKا/h
O)$!  .ن$G5�; <Dا B , ل&`i, ,? 001/ زن �9= Bده$. ;$ ه�, J�;  



(/5�9  : <Dا B , 8$رT; ص&رت Z5 8$ر دT; B01 ?, �=9O01 ?, 34$ب)ه$ ا S8,$9 O1  . 73&ص;
.. Z5 د'4�.. ,+* ا^V$' O;  .O� ازO=5 د'4�ا ;8T$ر هq8، هA)  q8? 9$,0/.  د K�O5 ه$، د GK*ق ه$

/04Tد) ه$D 8$رT;   ./04Tد) ه$D ن$G5دو�ه$، ه O@; ه$ و�د'4 . O@; Z5 ،/05ا�ون ,8`�د ;8 O1 ?4Kو
J ,? '&رن، وO1 ?4K او را ;`08]، 9=� ,? 01] او(A& اK O;  ،[08;  O>&`i, <D&ار) او($ ;8T$ر ;$ز

<Dب ا&' O@; Jا O1 [,$9 ?A) ،OP5ود O,$9 ?, را JU8:  
اO05 هA? !$هUاد) ,O اD> دOP5: ! �زاد  

از اV$' J� =9� GK O; B01 ?,*ق . ه; q8�G5$ن , B (O1 $5 ..<T8 ز(/^? '&ب دار)، (/ار): 9�5/)
 <D8$ر '&ب اT; $ه S8,$9 O1[01 ?, ه$ ا(34$ب  

;S8,$9 O ! � ه=9O; B� B01 ?, : ا<=�  
ا,$ ا,8/وار هO1 B4T د 05Y/) اJ اBTi5 دوام (O49$8، (O;$8 و  S8,$9 ه$ زود، ا,8/وار هB4T .. ا,$: 9�5/) 

 Z5 X5�9 Jزود O; ر/i5ا O)$4; r1 �و ه O5$8; X4=, و B8HM% درس و J$ج OAق ه$ و ه*GK �%زود
  و ;$4(O1 O هK&A/ر 9$,8/) ;$!] و از '&د،r1 دOP5 را (3&ر)

,it0? ا(34$ب 01]: ! �زاد  
. %$ S8,$9 ه$ ;�G5$ن ,F`&ر (`$!O1 O ا(34$ب it0, .O01? ا(34$ب 01]: 9�5/)  

ه$: ! �زاد  
. '&د!$ن ;; [)$4�J '&د ز(/^? '&د) ا(34$ب 01] و ز(/^? '&د) W8N ;`�ن: 9�5/)  

 
 
 
English translation:  
 
Shaharzad: What percent of people choose their own husbands? For example, in your 
own family, did your sisters choose their partners themselves? 
 
Ulker: No. All marriages are arranged; the same is true about my brothers. Both my 
brothers and my sisters, both are in arranged marriages.  
 
Shaharzad: …meaning that the weddings are contracted? 
 
Ulker: They are decided. My family, they chose themselves, for two of my siblings my 
mom, and for two others my father chose himself. Most families…well, I think it is very 
rare to find a family where children decide for themselves. Very rare. 
 
Shaharzad: What is the reason for this? 
 
Ulker: Well, those rare families may live in Kabul or Mazar…mainly cities. Because the 
big reason behind this is that the girls who go to school or university, they see the guy. 
They get to know each other. They become friends, talk to each other and stuff. Then 
they convince their parents to marry them to each other. Some families are intellectual; of 
course, they agree. But in many villages and other cities, even though the families are 
open-minded in bigger cities, they can’t do it, because they worry about what the 
extended family may think. They think about what the elder brother, father and 
grandfather might think after the marriage. Because in marriages, the choice has been 
made by parents, elder uncle, uncle, father and grandfather for a long time now. So it is 



hard to prevent it now. Most families like to choose for their children and know how 
much the girl and the boy need each other. Families want you to listen to their opinions.  
The marriage is more about the two families that are already established more than being 
about the new family (the family that bride and groom will form). For example, one of 
the examples [uses the English word[…  
 
Shaharzad: Example [uses the Dari word]… 
 
Ulker: Here is one of the good examples. One of our friends married this girl to their son, 
because the girl knew how to…she knew all the house chores and also she could do 
embroidery. She had many arts. The girl was good in all work, but she wasn’t pretty. She 
was very common. The family of the groom didn’t care about the beauty or her figure, 
but for the groom …. 
 
Shaharzad: It is very important.  
 
Ulker: I think so from what I have seen, from the guys that I have seen in Afghanistan. 
The figure and the face are very important for them. Although their friends, others won’t 
see their wife’s face, still they care about having a pretty wife. It is important for men.  
 
Farida: I think in one case it is significant for families to choose life partners for their 
children, especially in villages, the countryside. Because most of the girls there don’t 
know anything, anything (about marriage). They are very simple-minded. Both girls and 
boys are simple. When they (girls) go out and see a handsome guy, they are manipulated 
because of his handsomeness. Once they see him, they think, “this guy should be my life 
partner.” They don’t consider if the guy is good, if he knows anything.  
 
Shaharzad: They think, “This is my prince.” 
 
Farida: Yes, and they don’t consider if the guy has a good life or not (meaning decent 
life, economically). That doesn’t come to play. So I think it is good that families choose 
and decide about marriage in villages.  
 
Ulker: I think even in cities some families do that.  
 
Farida: Yes, but I hope that it won’t continue like this in future. I hope soon in villages 
and everywhere there would be lessons, education and schools, so that one is not 
manipulated by the other’s appearance and be wise enough to… 
 
Shaharzad: …choose wisely. 
 
Farida: So that they can choose wisely; then families don’t have to choose.  
 
Shaharzad: Yes. 
 
Farida: I hope they can choose their life partners for themselves and lead their own lives.  
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